COMPREHENSIVE HSE REPORTING IS NO
LONGER A PIPEDREAM

ShawCor is a growth-oriented, global energy services company
specializing in technology-based products and services for the
pipeline, petrochemical and industrial segments of the oil and
gas industry, amongst other industrial markets.
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hawCor is committed globally to
achieving HSE excellence, and is
dedicated to continuous efforts to
provide a safe and healthy workplace
that protects people, property, and the
environment. Part of their strategy is
the implementation of Pro-Sapien’s EHS
and Quality management application.
With thousands of employees located
throughout the world, ShawCor required
a solution with enterprise-class

“

capabilities. Not only that, the product
also had to be able to make use of
the company’s recent investments in
SharePoint. This is where Pro-Sapien’s
software fits in perfectly - working with
the HSE and IT teams based in North
America, we have implemented our
application to meet the health and
safety requirements of ShawCor across
10 business divisions in 22 countries.

Pro-Sapien’s product has proven to
be an excellent choice.

It gives us the flexibility for future enhancement
and on-boarding of additional processes such
as audit tracking, which is also applicable to the
wider business.”
George Brandon
Group Health and Safety Manager

“

The Pro-Sapien team have been great to work with and have
delivered a solution that can be extended to incorporate other
processes and workflows as we need them.

We have replaced a Lotus Notes based application along with other software that
no longer met our health and safety requirements. ShawCor now has a single
application to meet our needs and in addition, has a comprehensive view of how
the business is performing using a multitude of measures by division, region and
process.”
Dan Lefebvre
Project Manager
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ro-Sapien implemented the SharePoint 2010 Enterprise
version of flagship product HSEQ Innovate which delivers
the following key functions for ShawCor:

Electronic forms including:
Incident Report
Request for Action
Audit Tracking
Leading and Lagging Indicators
Custom Alerting

Corrective Action List
for action management
including:
Action Approval
Email Notification
Action Verification

Approval processes
SQL Server Data Warehouse
and Analysis Cube
Dashboards and reports
Slice and dice analysis of
data via the dashboard
Various reports including:

Recordable Analysis by Division
Audit Findings Tracking

Our ShawCor implementation is a good example of how
Pro-Sapien can provide clients with a tailored, enterprise level
solution that meets their specific requirements by extending
the out of the box functionality.
If you’d like more information about
how we can help you make your
captured EHS data more meaningful
across regions with a user-friendly
solution, visit our website or get in
contact today.
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